Chairman: Irene Engard

ocninetynines@gmail.com

Vice Chair: Becky Valdez
OC99s website: http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new

May 2017
May 3 Business Meeting—6pm—ACI
(formerly Signature) - Upstairs with view
of runway. Come join us or participate
via teleconference. Email Irene for
teleconference instructions—
engards@aol.com
May 6-7 Chino Air Show—Pay a visit to
Claudia’s hangar

May 10 General Meeting—6:30
JWA Administration Building

June 7 Business Meeting—6pm—ACI
(formerly Signature) - Upstairs—Come
join us or participate via teleconference.
June 14 Pilot of the Year Banquet and
Installation of new Officers
Costa Mesa Country Club
July—No Business Meeting

Secretary: Open
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

OC 99s Facebook page: http://facebook.com/OC99s

Oh! Why did I do that?

As pilots we strive to avoid miscalculations,
blunders, omissions, errors, and oversights.
Learn painlessly from others’ flying slip-ups.
There will be many valuable lessons to learn at our
video night. You'll learn by others’ mistakes with no
cost to you. We will watch gripping and informative
short videos. There's no need for you to bend a
plane, or be embarrassed by these same mistakes.
We can all learn a great deal from other pilots.
Discussions to follow each short film.
We'll all leave this meeting just a little bit wiser.
========================================

Wednesday - May 10, 2017
6:30 Hangar Flying
7:00 Announcements
7:10 Program

July—Plane Tales Holiday
July 11 - 15 - International Conference
San Antonio Texas
https://www.ninety-nines.org/conference.htm

OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots that
promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight.

JWA Administration Building
Airport Commission Room
(Parking and access to room is behind the building)
3160 Airway Ave, (Paularino & Airway)
Costa Mesa
Snacks—please feel free to bring your favorite
snack. Let Becky know at fxala@hotmail.com
or 714-306-2329.

The Gift
of Flight
How fortunate we are to be able to transport ourselves across the globe through the miracle of ﬂight.
Whenever I am the passenger, whether ﬂying with friends or ﬂying commercially, I am grateful for the
ability to ﬂy. It is wonderful to have an understanding of the dynamics of ﬂight and weather. I can
appreciate the pilot’s detour around that seemingly beau ful cloud forma on. And the occasional
reminder of all the CATs in the sky. This month’s mee ng is perfect for all of us. Not so subtle
reminders of what not to do. Most of us have one or more “what I learned from that” ﬂying events.
Now we will be able to learn with AOPA provided videos.
As with the weather, things change. I want to thank Pam Doddridge for her eﬀorts to serve
as our secretary. Her resigna on was accepted at our last business mee ng.
Another change, our Mary Van Velzer has exchanged her earthly wings for heavenly wings.
We will have a celebra on of her life at a later date.
Here is a wonderful change: Orange County 99s Avia on Scholarship. Huge kudos to Kiersten
Ellis and Diane Myers for ge3ng our applica on past legal. Check it out: Click here.
Kudos for my WingWoman, Becky for asking Lyn Carlson to be our speaker last month. We
had a fabulous turnout (24) and thoroughly enjoyed and marveled at the task Lyn accepted—
“because she could”.
I’m calling for an “A<a Girl” for Melody Liddell. She shares her owner-assisted annual with
us. It ﬁts right along with Claudia’s safety ar cle. Thank you both.
I hope many of you were in the air on Earth Day, where you
could appreciate our world from above. Alan & I were on
terra ﬁrma in Costa Rica so brought back some photos of the
wonders of nature to share with you. (Diane Myers said she
expected lots of ﬂower pictures from me this month.) Kudos
to Alan for crea ng the Costa Rica inspired border, all our
photos, all this trip.
Life is Good—Pura Vida,

Irene

“Ac-Cent-tchu-Ate the Posi ve”
Memorial Service for Mary Louise Van Velzer – April 7, 2017
On April 5, 2017 our dear Mary Van Velzer passed away a"er suﬀering a return
of bone cancer. Mary had reduced the cancer to nothing in the past 8 months,
determined to beat it and she did! What a happy day! Then a short -me later,
the cancer returned at full thro.le. Mary then made a decision that she shared
Mary has earned her final set of wings
with us that she was just going to “let it take her” this -me. Somehow, even
though we knew this, we somehow thought she would stay a bit longer, probably because she never once complained
and was dressed to the nines at the luncheon we had for her at Rountree Gardens only a few weeks ago.
When Mary took her leave on Wednesday April 5, 2017. We were no-ﬁed that her Memorial Service would be 2 days
later, April 7 in the chapel at Rountree Gardens. Only a few 99s were able to a.end because of busy schedules and
short no-ce; those 99s in a.endance were: Diane Myers, Linda Eldridge, and Irene and Alan Engard.
Mary and Vincent’s family was there and several spoke of their wonderful Mother, Grandmother, Great Grandmother,
and their many beau-ful children and grandchildren. (Mary had been an only child, and was so happy that her family
was large and loving.) Since some of the “kids” live far away, it was necessary to go ahead and have the Memorial
while the family was in California. Vincent was there of course.
The service could not have been more beau-ful or respec?ul! It started with a piano prelude by a wonderful pianist;
solos were presented by their children and included “How Great Thou Art”, “Because He Lives”, “You are My Hiding
Place” and everyone sang the Doxology at the end. Chaplain Norval Hadley oﬃciated, Reverend Michael Van Velzer
read scripture. (Some of us remember how happy Mary was when their son Michael went into the ministry.)
During the Sharing of Memories, the children showed a slide presenta-on of the family and how it grew! Photos of
the mountain home in Tehachapi and many ﬂying trips. A representa-ve from the Red Hat ladies spoke about what a
joy it was to have Mary in their group. During this -me, our Chapter Chairman, Irene Engard, spoke on behalf of the
Orange County 99s, and I played Mary’s theme Song, “Accentuate the Posi ve”. I can s-ll see her ﬁxing those blue
eyes on me and quo-ng the words to the en-re song, especially when the words are“…accentuate the posi-ve,
eliminate the nega-ve and DON’T mess with Mr. In between!” Words to live by!! We love you, Mary!

~ Linda Eldridge

Click here for the slide presenta-on
by Mary’s family.

The Red Gumby Suit

~ by Julie McCoy Schafer

Save for the roar of jet engines overhead, one could have heard a pin drop in Hangar 60 as Lyn Carlson regaled
the assembled OC 99s with the harrowing tale of her Atlantic crossing in a single-engine aircraft. As Lyn spun
the story of her adventure, we were spell-bound, hanging on every word and savoring every detail. As we
listened, each one of us was privately asking the question “would I have done that?” And if we’re honest, most
if not all, of us concluded that we preferred experiencing the adventure vicariously, while comfortably
earthbound, to the first-hand experience that Lyn “enjoyed.”
The journey stared, as Lyn said, with Jack Schafer. Jack had recently completed an Atlantic crossing in a King
Air 300 and had been sharing some of his experience with Lyn, who apparently had been drinking it all in.
She related that she had a dream of doing an Atlantic crossing someday, probably thinking of a flight in a twinengine aircraft with a two-person crew, as Jack had done. But when Jack sold a single-engine Rockwell
Commander to a gentleman who lived in Guernsey in the Channel Islands, he asked Lyn whether she wanted to
deliver the aircraft. According to Lyn, she asked Jack who would be accompanying her, to which he replied
“you would be.”
I asked Jack whether he expected Lyn to say yes to the proposal. He replied “No ******* way.” To which he
added for emphasis: “That was a $42,000 aircraft; I wouldn’t have flown the thing to Hawaii to look at women
in bikinis.” If you know Jack, you can appreciate the full import of this remark.

Lyn points out the northern route that she
planned to fly . . .

Anyway, Lyn was undaunted by the prospect of the single-engine, single-pilot crossing and immediately began
meticulous preparation for her adventure, mapping out the Northern routing that is ideal for its relatively short
over-water legs. Unfortunately, though, the Northern routing was not possible for Lyn due to the inclement
December weather in the North Atlantic. Lyn would be taking the Southern route, which entailed two 11-hour
legs. (It was at this point in the story that most of us
concluded decisively that this was not an adventure we
needed to experience for ourselves.) Lyn described the
preparation of the aircraft in Florida, where it was fitted
with two auxiliary fuel tanks and an oil drum. While these
additions were required to increase the range of the aircraft,
they also drastically altered the CG, moving it far aft, and
increased the weight significantly over Max Gross. *
The aircraft was so pitch sensitive that when Lyn turned
her head shortly after take-off to check the fuel selector,
the aircraft pitched violently upward, and the stall warning
horn sounded. Lyn, wisely, resolved to make only small
movements thereafter until sufficient fuel had been burned
so that the CG had moved somewhat forward.
Lyn’s actual route
* over-gross ferry flights require special authorization

Lyn’s telling of her adventure was supplemented with a number of photographs and with the props that
accompanied her. Perhaps the most eye-catching of these was a charming red survival suit, designed for
floating in the North Atlantic (probably not as relaxing as it sounds) in the event of ditching. She described
how she was required to wear the heavy (and attractive) suit in the aircraft, which rendered bio-breaks fairly
untenable. No worries; she didn’t eat or drink anything on either of the 11-hour legs!
Other elements of the journey that Lyn shared included her 1:00 a.m.
weather briefing in Canada and a 3:00 a.m. run-up at the fire station
because that was the only place that was sufficiently clear of ice that
the aircraft would not slide around as power was applied.
Fascinating! When asked whether she was ever frightened during
the trip, Lyn told us about an occasion when the oil temperature
started to climb, which she said got her “attention.” (Okay, so
anyone in attendance who was still nurturing the idea they might do
this themselves definitely surrendered the fantasy at this point.)
All kidding aside, hearing about Lyn’s intrepid adventure made us
all proud and, yes, somewhat envious. We were honored to have her
as our guest and were inspired by her story. Lyn achieved a stunning
aviation feat and had a rare and enriching life experience all because
she made known a dream she had, and the right opportunity presented itself. Even if we don’t long to make
a transatlantic crossing in a single-pilot, single-engine aircraft in the winter wearing a cute red survival suit,
we can all take away an important life lesson from Lyn’s story.

Dream big and embrace every opportunity that
life presents!
Thanks to Lyn for the entertainment and the life lesson!

Listening to Our Internal GPS
by Melody Liddell
Every 3 or so months, I make a ﬂight up to a small town outside of Napa, called Rio Vista, to visit my Stepdad, John. While he’s
healthy, mobile, and living happily on his own, I’ll con%nue to make these trips, so ﬁngers crossed, many more %mes!
A)er checking the weather for the best VFR day, I decided to depart John Wayne on March 8, in my Piper Cherokee N69815, for a
3 hour solo ﬂight to Rio Vista. I loaded the plane, called for a last minute weather brieﬁng (just to be sure). Took a Mesa
departure, heading 220, and was planning to take the Hollywood Park route, climbing to 8,500 to clear the mountains at Gorman
VOR. My usual route is straight up the Central Valley into Rio Vista. A)er I departed, I was turned to con%nue my climb towards
the entrance to the Hollywood Park Route. I immediately no%ced my plane was not behaving the way I had expected. Since this is
the only plane I have ﬂown for 6 years, 550 hours, I know the performance I expect from the plane when it’s just me in it: 95 mph,
1000 fpm climb. This was NOT what I was ge ng, instead it was 75 mph, 400 fpm climb. Add to that, it was ge@ng warmer as I
was increasing in al%tude; we all know it usually gets colder as we climb. This was another alarm bell in my head. Before doing
anything abrupt or prematurely, I slowly and diligently scanned my panel, made sure my ﬂaps were retracted, throCle to the wall,
mixture leaned for al%tude, etc. I discovered nothing abnormal. Another alarm bell went oﬀ in my head as I felt a slight vibra%on in
my propeller, which, needless to say, did not thrill me. LiCle did I know, I had a strong crosswind that was hi@ng my prop, causing
the very subtle vibra%on, and the reduced climb performance was due to a temperature inversion, where cold air gets trapped on
the surface, and warmer remains above. The wind and inversion explained the decreased/unexpected performance of my plane.
(But of course, I didn't know any of this at the %me.) A)er careful considera%on, knowing I was heading towards mountainous
terrain and not ge@ng the performance I wanted, I made the split decision to call SoCal Tracon, and told them I needed to get back
to John Wayne. I was not declaring an emergency, just that I needed to get back as soon as possible.
A)er I landed at John Wayne, I called my A&P buddy, and a few other people, and we spent the rest of the day inspec%ng my
plane. My 86 year old pilot friend, who has been ﬂying for 60 years, said “You just had a nasty crosswind up there and you were in
an inversion layer” and laughed the whole %me! Perhaps if I had 60 years ﬂying experience under my belt, I would’ve keep
charging on, but I don’t so I didn’t. We pulled and checked all the spark plugs, found nothing unusual, did a THOROUGH inspec%on
of my propeller and engine. Everything looked excellent. A)er we were sa%sﬁed, my A&P buddy and I took the plane out for an
hour. It ran and behaved beau%fully.
I le) the plane packed, went home, had a good night’s sleep, and headed out for my 2nd try the next day, March 9. The ﬂight was
unevenMul (yay!), plane was on point, and I even had a tail wind which got me to Rio Vista 25 minutes quicker!
The best lesson I took away from this trip, was NEVER con%nue a ﬂight when you have a bad or uneasy feeling about ANYTHING. It
went against every ﬁber in my being to con%nue forward, when I knew without a doubt in my head and my heart, I needed to get
back on the ground ASAP and check everything out. My internal GPS was speaking to me loudly, and I’m sure glad I listened.

Springtime Rio Vista Trip
by Melody Liddell
On a beautiful March morning, I departed John Wayne for another exciting trip to see my stepdad, John, in his quaint little town
called Rio Vista. I have made this trip 4 times now, so when I arrive, we both know the drill!
My usual flight plan is Hollywood Park route at 8,500, direct to Gorman VOR, then a heading of 310 straight to Rio Vista. I always
get flight following so I’m cleared through the Lemoore MOA, with no heading changes or deviations, which I really enjoy. When
I’m approximately 15 minutes out, I text my stepdad that I am at Funny Farm (a private airstrip) and we always get a good laugh
out of that. He arrives just in time to watch me land, help me unload, tie down, cover the plane and head straight to the coffeehouse!
I usually spend 5-7 days with him. This trip was a little more exciting because we took a ferry into San Francisco. We rode the
railcars, the cable cars, visited the cable car museum (which was actually very interesting), and thought we were ambitious
enough to walk 25 blocks back to the Embarcadero (yeah right). Decided to call Lyft to take us to the restaurant. Had a nice
lunch on the water, and then caught the ferry back to Rio Vista. I’m very proud of John’s 78 years keeping up with me, he didn't
miss a beat!

The morning of March 16, I checked the weather, called for a weather briefing, and had John take me to the airport. We said our
goodbyes and he was on his way. With no distractions whatsoever, I began my very thorough preflight. As I was checking my
propeller for any nicks, I happened to do a quick check of my spinner screws. Good thing I did that, because I discovered a rather
substantial crack next to one of the screws. I took a picture and sent it to my A&P buddy at John Wayne. He said, “If you were
flying home from Corona or Chino, I’d say no big deal, but you’re climbing to 7,500 for 3 hours. Find a shop and have an A&P
check it out.” OK. I wandered to an open hanger (which I knew was a repair shop), introduced myself to the owner, told him my
problem, and he said “Sure, taxi it over and I’ll take a look at it”. He decided to remove the spinner, stop-drill it so it wouldn’t
spread, welded it, pounded it out, reattached it, gave me a logbook entry sticker and a bill for $85. He suggested I look into a
new spinner or find a place that refurbishes them as this quick fix was just to get me home safely. Which it did. The day after I
got home, I luckily found an FAA approved spinner repair shop in Georgia, who had repaired and refurbished over 10,000
spinners. It took a week to ship, a week to fix, and a week to get back to me. They did a beautiful job, and of course, it included
an 8130-3, which is an Authorized Release Certificate, Airworthiness Approval Tag. Yes! I was back in business. Or so I thought,
because now I had my 6th owner-assisted annual coming up. More on that. Stay tuned…..

You definitely do NOT
want to see this on your
preflight!

Did You Ever Bend A Wrench?
Have you ever done any work on the aircraft you fly? I’d like to recommend that at
some point, you find the opportunity to help open up an aircraft (cowling and all!)
and try to acquaint yourself with some of the mechanical aspects of the aircraft you
fly. One way you can help to educate yourself on how an airplane works is to
participate in an “owner assisted annual” on your own aircraft, or that of a friend
who is willing to let you “help”. ☺ Provided that the mechanic is willing to have you
looking over his or her shoulder and explain what they are doing, you can learn some pretty
interesting and useful things. You can also become better able to describe any problems you
may have in the future, and when the mechanic has finished, know that they have been
repaired correctly. Pretty good things to know!
FAR Part 43.3(g) states that the “holder of a pilot certificate under Part 61 may perform
preventive maintenance on any aircraft owned or operated by that pilot which is
not used under Part 121, 129, or 135.” Appendix A of FAR 43 defines preventive
maintenance. There is a very long list of things that you can do yourself to your
aircraft which can help you when it’s time to pay the mechanic’s bill. Among other
things, you are allowed to: replenish hydraulic fluid (e.g., used in brakes), repair
upholstery, replace seat belts, change tires, repack wheel bearings, change oil,
replace the battery, change spark plugs, and a bunch of other things (see the
Part 43 Appendix A for the complete list). Keep in mind that any maintenance
that is performed on your aircraft must be entered in a log (airframe, engine or
prop) with date, tach time, and signature. So, if you change your engine oil, or
do any of the other things you’re allowed to do, don’t forget to make an entry in
the engine log and sign it!
For many years now, though I do not have an Aircraft & Powerplant (“A&P”) license, I’ve done
quite a bit of work on my Cardinal for its annual inspection. I open up all the inspection ports
under the wings, pull out the seats and floor carpets, uncowl the engine, and,
when
the mechanics are all done, I put everything back together. Under the
mechanic’s supervision, I lubricate cables and actuators in the wings and
fuselage, change the batteries (both aircraft and ELT as needed), help
change the oil, and help inspect for damage or wear throughout. It’s always
an educational experience. It always makes me feel better to know that the
airplane has been thoroughly inspected when we’re finished.
As a caveat, keep in mind that there are quite a number of things that DO require a mechanic’s
license. These include major repairs to the engine, propeller, and airframe involving complex
assembly or disassembly of components, anything having to do with control surfaces or airfoils,
etc. If you have the skill, there are more complex maintenance procedures you can accomplish
under the direct supervision of a licensed mechanic. So, if you want to learn how to do
something on your aircraft and your mechanic is willing to work with you, there’s no time like
an annual inspection, when everything is apart, to pick up a new skill or two.
Let me encourage you to get out there the next time your airplane is down for annual
inspection and get your thumbs a little (or a lot!) greasy and wield a wrench or two. I suspect
that when it’s complete, you’ll vote the experience to be well worth the effort. Who knows, you
might even like it so much that you’ll enroll in A&P classes!
Be safe!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety, SFV 99s
FAA Safety Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2017

2017 Owner-assisted Annual

~ by Melody Liddell

Starting the first weekend in April, I spent a total of four days performing my 6th OAA. So, by the time this annual
was approaching, I had a pretty good idea what was going to occur between now and wheeling the plane in for IA
sign off by April 30. My fellow 99, Becky Valdez, encouraged me to document the process with pictures and briefly
show what an annual on a piper Cherokee 160 entails. Thanks Becky for the encouragement and support!
This is just the first page of the 3 page Piper Annual Checklist. Over 175 items total, some just a
visual check; some very time consuming, difficult procedures.
Installing an aileron pulley. It was caked up with dirt and grime, so we
removed it, cleaned it in solvent, lubricated it, and popped it back in.
Good as new!
The orange hose with the double white lines is referred to by the
acronym SCEET, and it's a superior material for air hoses, where
as you'll notice the other hoses are not as nice looking and are
referred to as SCAT. I'm in the process of replacing all my SCAT
with SCEET (as soon as they are in from back order).
When the lower cowl is removed, it's a very good idea to clean it
with solvent to remove all the grease and grime. A clean bottom
cowl will be very helpful if you develop a weep, seep or leak around your engine; it will tell
your mechanic exactly where to look for the problem, instead of having to search all over the
entire engine to find the source.
Wheel bearing repacking is mandatory at each annual. Of course, you must first remove the wheel, (which is more
complicated than it sounds!), and into the solvent it goes. You even need to clean the inside of the tire from last
years’ bearing grease. There are 2 bearings in each wheel and you must clean and repack all. The last picture is of
the bead you hope to see, after you've "forced" the grease into the tiny holes, to be sure its perfectly lubricated.
Before you put it all back together, check the break pads for wear. If they need to be replaced, do it now while the
wheel is off. You don't want to remove wheels anymore than necessary, messy and tedious!

Packed bearing bead

My old cracked alternator belt. As pilots, we all check the tension of the belt on our pre-flight, but also doing a
solid visual inspection could be helpful, as was my case. The belt's strength is on the outside 16th of an inch,
so when it's cracked as deep as mine, it is definitely time to replace it so as to avoid putting a high energy
demand on a thinner area.

The Tensiometer clips onto a cable; aileron, rudder, elevator and trim. It measures the tension on a cable. On my
airplane, the aileron, rudder and elevator cables are 1/8 inch in diameter, so you would use the blue numbers to
read your result. The trim cable is 1/16, so the red numbers will give you your result. My rudder cable tension was
20, so my A&P climbed in the back of the fuselage to adjust until it read 40, which is exactly what we were looking
for.
The red tank, which is compressed air, is used to supply the pressure to the differential gauge. The two round dials
are how you determine if the reading is within tolerance. The gauge on the left is set to 80 psi. You are mostly
looking for a reading in the mid-70's on the right side of the gauge. This is the differential, or leak down. Any unusually low reading needs to be investigated.

These tools include a large and small torque wrench, and safety wire spools, each with a different diameter for
different applications. You'll notice on the bulkhead photo, with the 6 very large bolts, is a torque wrench
attached. You cannot hand tighten those bolts, it is crucial they be precisely tightened by a torque wrench. Safety
wire is used to discourage the screws from unwinding. Safety wire is used in many areas of an airplane engine,
one perhaps some have seen is wrapped diagonally around an oil filter.

I’m sure that Melody waits for her next manicure until AFTER her annual is completed!

Dana Point Festival of Whales Cardboard Classic Dinghy Dash
The Festival of Whales is a two weekend event to celebrate the annual migration of the California Gray Whale with familyfriendly activities and events. One of the most fun events is the Cardboard Classic Dinghy Dash.
This was my second year as a volunteer for the event and the first year my son Joe was a participant. They had 4 categories of
racers this year—adults, 8-12 year olds, 13-17 year olds and high school classes. My son was in the high school category—
the many Dana Hills High School Physics classes participated, with the prospect of earning precious extra credit points for
their work. The idea is that each team is to design and create a boat from only cardboard and duct tape. Then, the team
launches one member to paddle their boat around a buoy and back to win the
race. The trick, obviously, is to design a boat that will remain upright, propel in
a straight-ish track, remain somewhat water-tight and buoyant for the 40 yard
trek. The designs are creative, silly, ingenious and seriously lacking—which
makes for a very fun and entertaining race.
Though there were some excellent boats that completed the race and could
have gone further, none of the physics students designs’ survived the race.
But, the students showed great fortitude by completing the course as true
sunken ship survivors, by swimming, and dragging their soggy cardboard
behind them.
It was a very fun day and great community event. I’m thinking maybe the 99s
need an entry next year—how about a float plane? Who’s in?
Check out the video of the exciting start: https://youtu.be/7DfCphW-sQs
~arlene wilske

Dana Hills High School Physics Class
Trevor, Hunter, Paul, Joe and Captain Grant

SAVE THE DATE
JUNE 14, 2017
PILOT OF THE YEAR BANQUET
INSTALLATION OF NEW OFFICERS
Where:
Costa Mesa Country Club
1701 Golf Course Drive
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
When:
Wednesday June 14, 2017
Time:
6 pm - No Host Bar
(Credit cards accepted!)

Cost:
$45.00
Registration will be sent Mid-May
and will be in June Plane Tales

Happy May Birthdays!
10
16
20
25
29

Mary Kohler
Celia Vanderpool
Colleen Handrahan
Kiersten Ellis
Diane Myers

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the
date to Morgan Thorpe - Morgan.thorpe1978@gmail.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

